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wish to we come o reoders to this vo ume of NSGHT
Amidsi our bLrsy schedu e on corapus, especlo y with
ihe return oi our slLrdents to the new ocodemlc yeor
20l1/2Al2,we ote o) p eosed to welcome both ouf new
students os we os our new stolf members,

As we con noUce, qulte ceorv, the number of students hos
'c'eosed . -'nenoor'1, -o o0 l^9 serret er los o O. ooe 20l ).
WIL lLe ^c'eo e r +-den\ ltera s oho o'oppoe l r .'eo.e 

l

students' ociivltieson compus. Mostof these ociivities moybe crcodemic
in noture but non-ocodemic ociivliies are of no e5s Signiconce or

Thls volume of NS GHT wishes to foc\rs on ospects of enhoncing compus
eorning experlences. There ore six oriicles lncludecl in this therae. The
'"' o'( e (ro e19e) ocooerr'cJ ro co_lr'o-le .l e e pe o' 6 o-o
sk s towords creoiing o lively ocodemic enviTonment, The second, third
o-d fo,rth di.cr,- obo.'r"uo o.d cor.er' eo'rg'o leoJ g o.o
teaching, specifcolly efforts io improve leorning experiences. Artice
fve presents on onoysis on hisioricol focts which seem lo contrlbute
10 students' inabllity to beneft from unlversity ieochlng ond eorning
cu ture. The ost ortic e specifico y detois out how UNIMAS on lne eorning
enriches ocodemicsJond students' experiences on compus,

The theme forthe upcoming issuewi be Student Centred Leorning (SCL).
We we come our ocodemic stofi to contribute reloted odlcles. A vo ely
of opprooches fit beneoth the umbrelLo of SCL os odopted in tJNIMAS
inc uding problem bosed eorning (PBL), probler. orjented project bosecl
leorning (POPBL), cose studies ond modulor opprooch to delivery. Articles
moy iocus on, bLrt not limjted to, ihe exor.ples of ihe use of these SCL
opprooches; strotegles ond experiences of engaging students in SCL
environments; methods of ossessment Jor SCL; or fndings of reseorch
studles re oted to 5CL.

Thonk you.
Assoc. Prof . Dr. Gobriel Tongo Noweg
Deon, CALM
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Enriching
campus learnihg
expeiriences fOiLectu rers

Dr. Ting Su Hie
shiing@cls.unlmos.mY

This theme brings io mind images of a campus

with a vibrant academic environmentfor siudents

Mv point of contention is this - if lecturers

themselves do not have enriching learning

exoeriences on a daily basis' how are they able

to make the campus leafning enriching for their

students? My attention is on the expedise area

because lecturefs have a difect influence on

students through teachlng

Take a look at this scenario Lecturer A teaches

a subject that he/she has studied bfoadly as an

undeigraduate, and a little more concentrated

specifically at postgraduaie level. This is a subject

that he/she knows better than any other areas

or possibly any other lecturers in the faculty He/

She teaches from his/her background knowledge

and references on the subject but there is no

personal interest to delve into the developmenls

or applications in that field lt is a subject matter

nrerely taught for bread and butter'

On the othef hand, Lecturer B has a personal

interest in the same subject n'latter, and takes

personal initiative to go beyond the dictates

of teaching. He/She reads general intefest

magazines like National Geographic or related

websites to find out about current issues and

trends of interest. Lecturer B talks about the

subject matter with friends and over meals with

colleagues, often with passion The interest may

reach the stage when he/she pursues research

on the subject matter, and over iime, develops

expedise in the area or the teaching of the

exoertise afea (of Scholarship of Teaching and

Learning, the term used by the Ministry of Higher

Education). When Lecturer B teaches his/her

students, the subject matter is presented as one

which is alive and growing in the most electrifying

mannef.

The core knowledge covered by Lecturer A and

Lectufer B is the same but it leaves very little to

the imagination as to which lecturerwould insplre

further icademic inquiry among their students in

the form of a final year projeci or postgraduate

pursuit. Undoubtedly, a lecturer who is personally

interested in his/her expertise area is better able

to enrich students learning than one who is
merely teaching the subject matter out of duty

I imagine a campus environment which fuels

ihe enthusiasm of lecturers in their pursuit of

knowledge in their expertise area to be like

this. There are colleagues who can be sparring

partners to debate the latest knowledge in the

area. The debates stay professiona and do

WPOf,.-?o5-t^..-.t^Jffi
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not develop into persona feuds. There are
colleagues to share achievements such as
publications in the field without igniting envy.
The academic community celebrates these
achievements wjthout making comparison wlth
other yardsticks. There s support for pursuit
of the latest developments in the field through
high impact research glants, sponsorship for
attending conferences and full access to a wide
range o'joJrna s and 'esources. There is even
support for publications in the form of payment
of page charges, giving of incentives, and
recognition in university bulletin and promotions.
The official seal of a pprova I is rnportant because
no rnatter how strong the internal drlve may be,
the drive may slacken over time.

A university which provides the conditions for
enriching learning experiences for lecturers
stands to galn on all counts. Students, by word-
of-mouth, spread accla m of the university that is
their alrna mater far and wide. Research shows
lhat wofd-oLmouth recomrrendatron is more
effective than traditional advertjsing (Dichter,
2000; Richins, 1983; Trusov, Bucklin, & Pauwels,
2009) which may include print and online
advertisement and road shows. Publications
and citations of the research findings pLace the
university in the Limelight and attract research
grants. The expertise of lecturers are recognised
when they are jnvited to give keynote addresses
at conferences and to sit on committees in their
expertise area. Lecturers who are passionate
and competent in their expertise areas are sought
after for consultancy seryices in the industry. lt
s through such accolades that ihe university
makes a name for iiself. The community at large
w lL want to be affiliated wilh such a renowned
un versity - ncluding good students and staff. A
un versity which jnvests in nurturing the learning
of the lecturers in their expertise alea is, in

faci, enriching the learning experiences of the
students.

Lecturer As book shelves
with only student work

Lecturer B's book shelves with
var ous resources for gaining extra

knowledge to inspire students.

References
Dichter, E. (1966). How word-of-mouth

advertising works. Ha,"vard 8us/ress
Review, 44, 147 -157.

Richins, l\,4. L. (1983). Negative word-of-mouth
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Addressing Affective
Learning: Lessons from the

rWOWt sessions

Dr. Norozilo Abd Aziz
onoro@fcs.u.r rnos.my

A chance encounter wrth a You Tttbe video of Nick Vujicic

started it all. Nick Vujicic showed that no physical activity

is impossible for him, despite having been born with no arms

and legs. His ability to overcome his physical limitation was

indeed fascin ating but it was his positive outlook towards 1ife,

his message of hope, of overcoming failure, of continuous

perseverance that left a deep and lasting impresslon (see

Figut. 1). As an educator, inspirational stories such as Nick's

serve as a great instructional aid for learning'

Although advices and encouragernent are not The WOW session was initially planned to be

part ofihe officia I cu rricu u m - not explicitly stated carried out by the course instructor herself

in the course ou ines as among the objectives to throughout the entire semester. lts first session,

beachieved;aStheonesentrustedtoedUcaiethecarriedoutonthefirstdayoflecturetookaround
learners on campus, it is strongly believed that ten minutes of the beginning lecture hour' Sigh

university educators also have ihe responsibility of disbeliefs could. be heard from the learners as

l" i"api* their learners and to strengthen they i/atched the you lut'e video on Nick Vujicic'

their resilience so that they can cognrtively At the e nd of the video' the learners were invited to

and affectively be prepared to overcJme the share iheir personal experiences with failure and

"n"ff"ng"a 
and demands of the real world adversityand prompted to elaborate on howthey

rji""" "ov tn""" be iefs, the Words of Wisdom dealt or coped with their respective unfortunate

WbwiJ"""ion *"" intioduced to the leafners of circumstances lt was during the sharing of

iwo co;rses attne faculty of Cognitive Sciences expefiences moment that the realization hit -
and Human Development lfCSffOl The two WOW should be a sharing session presented by

courses were KMK 1113 Cagnition and Learning the earners for the learners Noi only would it

aft KMF 1A14lntroductianta Cognitive Sclence give opportunity fof them to inspire each other'

The WOW session became the prelude to alL the session couLd also become a practlce grouno

the face-to-face tectures carrLeo out throughout to develop their oral presentation skills as well as

semester 2. 2A1012011. This article describes build thelr confidence in pubLic speaking

l1e oeve opn e'lr of tne WOW sessiols ard rhe

lessons which both the learners and the course Later in the week' once the name lists of all

instructor have learned from them. feg istered learners were obtained a nd the number

6



Figure 1. Nlessage of hope from Nick Vujicic [Video] Retrieved from
httoi//wwwvoutube.com/watch?v=0DcoPzO26os

\ {ln$qssi[..]:.):ii.'jl:rrri''i'. ::Ir:r:r" $Nq

ol lecture days and dates had been finalised.
the WOW slots for all learners were identified.
Each learner was allocated at least 5 minutes for
their WOW presentation. The number of WOW
oreseniations oer lecture daie for both courses
had to be adjusted since they have different
number of studeni enrolment. There were 58
learners in KMK 1113 Cognition and Learning,
and 98 in KMF 1014 lntroduction to Cagnitive
Sclence. The manner in which the WOW session
would be conducted was then explained to the
learners and announcements were made to
Dreoare them for their scheduled WOW slots.
Surprisingly, there was no objection from the
learners. The fact that ihe WOW session would
not be part of their course assessment was not
even brought up for discussion. lt was perhaps
because the idea of having a WOW session at
the beginning of class lecture was still a novelty
that they were willing to give it a try.

The {irst few sessions consisted mainly of
inspirational quotes being read aloud from pieces
of paper which the learners have prepared. The
undeflying messages of these quotes range
from the importance of self belief to the need
to face fear in lives. There was no restriction in
terms of WOW topic seleciion so long as the

presentation focused on inspirational messages.
Those who ihought that reading their WOW
quotes out loud were sufficient soon learnt that
they must elaborate on the message so that iheir
classmates could understand and relate to them.
By the end of the semester, the WOW sessions
had featured motivational videos, a number of
them were the infamous Petronas videos; video
clips of songs with inspirational lyrics, and at
times the class audience even joined in the sing
along; learners' funny stories about themselves
when they were growing up, poems, cartoons,
and learners' life stories presented through
theif Dersonal Dhotos. There was never a dull
moment during the WOW sessions. Tears were
shed when the WOW presentations focused on
parents' sacrifices to provide for their children's
ed ucation, laughter eru pted when funny moments
were shared, and loud cheers were given when
a number of learners who were known io be very
shy in class managed to overcome their shyness
when delivering their WOW presentations. At the
end of each presertation. applause was given
by the class audience to show appreciation to
their course mates'WOW effort. Snapshots of
the WOW sessions are presented in Figures 2
and 3 below.
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Figwe 2.

lyrics
WOW session featuring a video of a song with insPirational

session featuring a poem about a mother's sacrifices for
Figure 3. WOW
her chrldren

At the end of the semester, an onllne forum discussion was initiated to find out the learners. vlew

about the wow session which *u. 
"urri"o 

out as part of their course implementaiion. specific

questions asked were 'Does it nerpi' is iiiaf<ing up too much-of lecture iime?' and 'Should it be

l""ti"""o i. t"trr" classes?' '107 learners partiJipated in th,e forum discussion; with 42 of them

from the KMK 1113 Cognition ana Li'arning course (72 4olo-from total learner enrolment) and the

,#"inlng ;t ttorn the i.MF 1a14 Introduction to cognitive sclence course (70% from total learner

enrolment).

All the feedback received indicated that the WOW session had been a useful and meaningful

learning experience to the learners' Learners felt that they were more moiivated and spirited after

i[I"^i""g i"ih" Wow presentations They also felt that the sessions had served as a:oliinYoY:

reminder for them about why they weru on "utp" 
in the first plac€ and what theyneeded to do to

stay focused in their studies. Atthoug; ii tool( up a titfle bit of their class time, the wow session was

deemed relevant and n""""r"ry' 
"n'd 

thouiO ou *ntinu"O in future classes some of the comments

received are:

ua .:



Kl\AK 4 142, 4^dniti^n .n.1Sample comments received from learners of the
Learnrng course:
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Sample comments received from learners of the KMK1014 Introduction to
Cognitive Science course:
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From the positive comments obtained, it is apparent that the learners have benefited from the
wow session introduced. Although the wow messages were not direcfly related to the learning
units of the course curriculum, the values and ideas which they have instill;d are equally impoftan-t
in developing the learners' affective characteristics. The course instructor also had iearned a lot of
the wow experience. The wow session reaffirms her beliefs that the rearners'campus rearning
experience would become more memorable and meaningful only when both their cognitive ani
affective development became the focus. To be inspired and motivited, learners do not necessarily
have to seek for Nick vujicic or others just like him on you rube or other media channels. As what
some of her learners have indicated, their besi motivator is themselves, and by getting them to
motivate others through their message of hope, of overcoming failure, of continuouJperseverance,
it is hoped that ihey would become more resilient and determined to make the most out of their
campus learning experience.
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Problem based learning (PBL) is an instructional method that has the ability to train students to
becorne active, independentand lifelong learners.This instructional method inculcates a systematic
attempt to apply research of cognitive psychology to educationa plactice (Dolmans & Schmidt,
'1996). The accelerated advancement in technology, changes in demographics, environrnental
factors and lifestyle as well as the ever expand ing frontier of knowiedge have had a profound im pact
on our present education system.

The lapid evolution in medical education gave birth to PBL. Some fifty years have passed since pBL
was conceived at the Faculty of Engineering, l\,4c1\,4aster University in Canada but the imptementation
began at the Faculty of l\,4edicine, l\,4clvlaster Universlty in the mid 1960's. The concept of adoption
and adaptation of the l\,4c1\,4aster PBL model was to follow at the University of Limburg at lvlaastricht
in the Netherlands, the University of Newcastle n Australia and the University of New [,4exico, USA.
Together these four lnstitutions contributed an important educational movement that has a profound
influence in many aspects of students' learning exper ences worldwide.

Employers require workforce with excellent communication skills. The employees should be able
to work collaboratively and also solve creatively ill-defined probems (Ward & Lee, 2OO2). These
requirements became an lmpetus to accept an innovative educational system that can be a solution
for generating such workforce. PBL instructional method enables students to critically think.
It also enhances their problem solving skills and ignites students' creative capabilities. During a
carefully planned facilitating process, a facilitator empowers students to become self-directed active
independent lifelong learners, capable of facing complex problems that they may encounter in their
own career. Currently many institutions of higher learning worldwide have embraced the pBL way
of educating their students.

ll 12



Problem
Based
leaming:
lS i*'"," t" Stay?

PBL fits with the tenets of adult learning theory.
In a nutshell the adult learnlng theory pfoposes
that a learning environment is characterised by
physical cornfort, mutual trust, mutual respect,
nut.ral heipfulress. keedon of express,on.
accepting of differences, where learners
oerceive the goals of rhe earning experierce
to be their own goals, where iearners accept a
share of responsibility for planning and operating
the learning experience and therefore have a
commitment to ii, where learners participate
actively and sense progress toward their own
goals (Knowles, 1980). The essence of adult
learning theory is appled in PBL.

PBL is also in tandem with constructivism.
Constructivism assumes that "knowledge,' is not
an absolute, but ls "constructed" by the learner
based on previous knowledge and overall views
of the world (Savery & Duffy, 1995). Engaging a
student s prio. knowledge to build upon, is one
of the core jdeas of PBL and this is in parallel
with refining or rest[ucturing knowledge as more
relevant expenences are attained.

Dr. Ashley Edword Roy Soosoy
sosh ey@f mhs.unimcts.my

In a student centred iearning model, faculties
are seeking a folmula to prornote teaching and
learning sothatourstudents areable to remember,
apply and continue learning throughout their life.
In reality, many siudents memorise, forget, fail
to apply, integrate knowledge and resist further
learning (Camp, 1996). PBL curriculum seems
to foster the more positive attrjbutes of learning
in students. The positive attributes nave Deen
noted as distinct characteristics of students who
are engaged in PBL curriculum (Camp, 1996).

Advocates of PBL educational system have been
enthusiastic regarding this paradigm ln teaching
and learning. The PBL innovation implemented
in many lnstitutions is perceived as being very
successful by faculties and students. Such
affirmative feedback glves confidence to many
other rnstitutions that PBL implementation is
univefsally acceptable. The free channel of
communrcation between the initiators of pBL
and the adopiers is also a significant contributing
factor for the success of PBL implementation in
new institutions (Camp, 1996).
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Students engaged in PBL curriculum are able
to retain knowledge much longef than students
taught in a conventional curriculum (Dolmans
& Schmidt, 1996; Norrnan & Schmidt, 1992),
although in the initial stage, the later may
pfevail. Students who have experienced PBL
curriculum are also able to integrate effectively
the theoretical knowledge to appiied knowledge
(Barrows & Tamblyn, 1985; Dolmans & Schmidl,
1996; Norman & Schmidt, 1992). Preliminary
evidence indicates that PBL engaged students
are able to tfansfer concepts to new problems
(Norman & Schmidt, 1992).

PBL curriculum have a profound impact on
self dilected ]earning and rekindling students'
motivation ( Barrows, Tamblyn,'1980; Blumberg
& l\,4 

jchael, 1992; Norman & Schmidi, '1992).

Students from a PBL curriculum are able to
mould their learning relevant to their own
educatonal requirements. ln addition, students
also iearn how to identify incompleteness in their
pool of knowledge therefore setting the path to
evaluate their own strengths and weaknesses.
PBL allows students to define the learning issues
and determine their relevancy to their learning
process. Due to the active participation of ihe
learners during the discussion of the subject
matter, the intrinsic interest increases. Therefore
this student centred learning approach increases
motivation because students are dictatjng their
own learntng.

Last but not least, another reason for PBL to
'grow popular" is due to the desire of a faculty
to ernbrace PBL curriculum so as not to have
"missed the boat" (Camp, 1996). Institutions may
becorne ardent fans of PBL curriculum because
they do not want to be known as lagging behind
the current trend.

Initiating a PBL curriculum is not a simple task.
This innovative method has its many success
stories. The successful implementation of PBL
curriculum in many institutions around the world
is a fact. Adopting and adapting this method to the
local settings have been employed in many local
institutions. Adopters comprehend the benefiis
of this innovative educational paradigm but yet
barriers to PBL persist furtively. Advocates of
PBL will highlight the advantages but opposition
will cry out that it js only a passing fad.

Effective implementation of PBL curncutum
requires lecturers to adopt a new mindset.
Lecturers must cease control over students
learning and embrace the art of facilitating the
learning process. From being an authority for
dispensing knowledge, lecturers will provide
facilitation for students' research and inquiry. In
the perspective of many lecturers, this change
and evolution of education methodology is
untenable. Therefore, the first hurdle to cross is
the instructor. Thls bafrier can be overcome if
lecturers are exposed to the advantages of PBL
curriculum and realise the benefit it brings for
their students' learning process.

Another factor inhibiting the change is the
teaching and learning professional development
programme for lecturers. Not all lecturers have
formal training in educational philosophy and
instructional methods pertaining to PBL. The
conventional teaching and learning professional
oeveropmenr programmes may persist in the
traditional lecture format where feliance on rote
learning is pivotal (Albion & cibson,2000). This
barrier can be tackled by implementing student
centred learning approaches in training of new
lectufers at higher learning institutions and this
has been implernented in UNIMAS.



The next factor that is a barrer to pBL curricurum is the nept preparedness tor emua*ingrhe next lactor thal is a ba're. ro pBL curriculum is the neot preparedness for embarkinq on
implementation o' PBL cJ'rcLrJT. Training materiars. cur.icurLn- guid". 
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embarking c

'1995). Currently the f etds that are rich with supporting 
"materiali 
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engineering. The philosophies supporting pBL are well established but fie detail mecnanism to
implement PBL cufricurum in various other disciprrnes are stl in short suppry. we need champions
of PBL in various dlsciplines to initiate the fill ng of these gaps.

we must rernember that the intended recipents ofths innovative educationa instructionar method
are our students Therefore they too need proper training and guidance to accept this new method
in teaching and learning. The administralors of nstitutions adopting pBL method need exposure
to the philosophy of PBL so that the environment, resources and in'irastructure to mplement pBL
curriculum will become a reality.

ln PBL, learning can be synthes sed and organised in the context of a problem. In the perspective
of a lecturer, the facilitaiion process is not knowledge driven but rather it focuses on metacognitive
processes. The adult learning theory and constructivism go hand in hand with pBL educ;tional
paradlgm. The ability to retain knowledge, enhance problem solving skills, ability to integrate
theoretical knowledge to applied knowledge and io promote lndependenl as well as lifelong leaining
ski ls are some of the posrtive atiributes that are accrued by a siudent in a pBL curricurum The
benefits of implementing PBL based curriculum are obvious but yet barriers are lurkjng among
faculties overcoming these barriers and imprementing an effective pBL currrcurum ti6 on th6
shoulders of instructofs and administrators of higher learning institutions. Furthermore implementing
PBL is not the end of the rine. pBL adopters shourd not be compiacent. Research and developmenl
In varous aspects of PBL must be undertaken in order to ensufe ihe v abirity and sustainabirity of
PBL curriculum in higher learning institutions.
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he Line Between
eaching and Learning

'1993. Back then, for a seven-year-old

secondary education, I left Sarawak for
eight years to further my studies. I went to

South China Sea to my chi dhood home
in Selangor for both undergraduate and
masters degrees. Now it seems like I

am back home again here after having
been offered a lecturing
position at the university.

lam now teaching Physics course at
the Centre for Pre-Universlty Studies
in UNlN,4AS. Until fecently, I have
been experiencng a mix of old and
new phenomena. The atmosphere felt
the same as it did many years ago. but
the surroundings appeared somewhat
qifere'rt. Witn'n a.north of workirg'tere.
I can honestly say thai it has been both
a teaching and a learning experience.

The lectufers do what they can to guide
their students to understand the subject

rnattef they are teaching, but at the same

-III

N IMAS is both an old and new place for
e. lt is a p ace I have g'adJa ly learned

about since lwas a llttle girl in the year issues. In a lecture hall, the question
and answer session is in fact, in full

.who occasionally folowed her parents motion. In this, lecturers learn how to
provide n'ormat,on to the stLdents
as well as f'ow Lo accepl their point
of view. Durlng the sessions, these
students a[e very exceptonal in
terms of expressi'rg the.nse ves.
The knowledge they received is
carefu ly evaluated to be mentally
occupied in the various topics of

to iheir workplace, UNIMAS appeared
an alier environnent. Afte" corrpleling

Labuan for matr culation then across the

time, lecturers learn something ffom the

the sublects.

As oneentefs the classrooms here
at the Centre for Pre-University
Srudies. the class atnospl^ere is
often f'l ed wit.r no se. Witn n rhis
no,se thefe ex sl honest souls
who a'e w ling to lea'n. Whal s

commonly perceived to be a noisy
envifonment is actually a liveLy

d'scussion aboJt t're rationalit,
of each piece of knowledge
absorbed. The ma'lner i'r which
knowledge is learned in these

pre-Lriversity classrooms ca'] be
cornpared lo rhe act o'earing. Every'itte bit o' knowledge is carefJrl,

chewed, digested and dissolved.
process as wejl. As lecturers, we learn As a ecturer, to teach in UNIN/IAS is

also aboLr learn ng ma4y new things.
The knowLedge that we delivef and share

with students Vr'ill create a new paih of

that the pre-university students have their
own ooinions and thev are brave to stand
p and voice their thoughts and ideas.

hey are capable of crit ca thinking, and
ighing the pros and cons of various

discovery, and pelhaps spark new kinds of
knowledge thai we could be earning from.



Nurelisyo Mohd Azib
mcrnure syc@preuni,unlmos,rny
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The tree of knowledge is never
short of its expanding roots. lts
leaves fall to the ground, giving a

different conditon to the eafth,
which connects the soil back to
the roots.

Here in UNlN,4AS, there is a subtle
of a two-way communication
within a little group of people,
encouraging one anothef
to make a huge difference.
Back when I was the student,
I never tfuly appreciated the
mean ngful value of each
lesson. However, now that I am
the teacher, knowledge that is
shared in the classrooms has
never been more meaningful-
Each day that passes give me a
whole new perspective aboui the
content of knowledge that lteach,
about the nature of teaching,
and consequently the reallty of
llfe. There is a saying that goes:
"two heads is better than one". ln
a class ful of dozens of heads, the
meaning of the adage goes a long
way. I'everyone in tl'e foon is wi lirg

As lgradually move into anothe[ new
month in the academic session, the old

UNIN,4AS that I remembered when lwas
younger is starting to feel very new. Between
the historical wooden buildings and the brick
walled corridofs, the past and the present
collide with one another.

The generous quaint lakes on the east side of the
East Campus and its massive counterpart on the
west complement each other. The neighborhood.
in and around UNll\4AS continues to develoo. lts
faculty buidings still stand, but the stafF membersti
are constantly on the rrove. Between the students
coming in and the staff going out, there is alwa
something to see everywhere we turn. For ea
person we miss when they leave, another person
walks in to be acquainted with. ln UNIMAS, the
does not give way to the new. They co-exist
one another, trying to create a balanced harmony
a better future. Teaching here can be observed
an old experience to some, but learning is al
and always will be, a new experience for
and every one of us. As a whole, I cherjsh
teaching and learning experience n the Cen

to contribute his/her opinions, however for Pre-University Studies This experience
small or large they may be, the value of truly worthwhie. Together we can build
learning will go a long way. better future in education here in UNI
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What is Causing the Fall in

failure of students to internalise basic
content knowledge that should have
been acquired at secondary school level
leads to the drop in learning standard
demonstrated at university level. The
method of invesrigation involves analysing
the performances of UNIMAS Resource
Biotechnology siudents in various tests
and examinations conducted for a second
year course. Three cohorts of students of
2007,2008 and 2009 intakes (comprising
a total of 343 students) were involved
in the study. Test questions on basic
chemistry principles and associated
mathematical calculation were selected.
For the pufpose of the study, a multiple
choice question format in the mid
semester test (Box 1) and a structure
question format in the final examination
(Box 2) were targeted. Generally, the test
questions fequlre students to apply their
understanding of the fundamental concept
of lvlolarity - an estabiished format of
express ng chemical concentration. Pror
to university education, the principle of
this has been taught to them in Fo[m 4.

Academic Standard among
our Students?

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Edmund ll.H.
uhsim@f rsl,unimos.my

At the end of each semester, and after the exam marking and meetings, many of us
would lameni the falling academic standard of our students. Perhaps, this situation is
not partial to this institution and it may well be a nationwide phenomenon. Although the
decline in l\,4alaysian education standard is widely felt (Lee, 20'11; l\,4asterwordsmith, 2011 ;

Gunasegaram, 2011 ), no proper studies have been done to support the recognition of thjs
predicament as a real problem in this country. Consequently, its fundamental cause(s) remains
largely ambiguous. All that have been discussed so far are a myriad of opinions. Among
the most ikely reasons attfibuted to the
decreasing level of acadernic standafd are
low English proficiency and competency
among local univefsity students and
graduates (l\,4asterwordsmith, 2011), and
their lack of independent learning skills
(Ramachandran and Renganayar, 2011).
To date, no empirical study of falling
academic standard in this university has
been reported. Enriching a university
environment also means pfoviding quality
education, and this implies expending bold
effofts to probe the causes behind the
declining quality of learning produced by
our students. Consequently, an ingenuous
answer from the findings of such
investigation must be made known to all
wl'o are i'rvolved in un ve'sity educalio't.

In this article, I feport on a mini study to
substantiate the deterioration in standard
as a true cr sis, and to unravel the causes.
The hypothesis for this simple study is
that the declining standard stems from the
students' shortcomings in understanding
foundation knowledge. In other words,

N
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The same content has been introduced and taught io these students when trey attended secondary
school, specif ca ly in the Form Four Chemistry syllabus. (N4 nistry of Education lMa aysia, 20OS).

i.i l\ Boxl i
What is the amount (in gram) of Potassium Dihydrogen. Phophate salt (MW=136.09 g/mol) required to prepare a rr

A 43 54a nra.r.

'l. AQ A,4 4 nram
i 1-7 d 41a ^-^^

Box 2
Calculate the amount (in gram) of Tris Base (MW=121 .'14) that
is used to make 0.5 ljtre of '1.5N/ Tris-HCl (pH 7.5). Next, work
out the volume (in ml) of 1.5M Tris-HCl and 0.5M oi EDTA
(pH 8) needed to prepare 750 ml of TE buffer. Note: TE buffer
contains 1omM Tris-HCl and 1mM EDTA

Based on the performance n the mid semester test, there s a noticeable difference in ach evernent
beiween the 2a07 and 2008 cohorls (see F gure 1). There is a 22% difference in scores between
thetwo cohorts. However. whenthe2008 ancl 2009 cohorts were com pa red, the performance evels
on the test lvere relatively sim lar, with ony a 2o/a ditference (see Figure 1). lt is observed that more
than 50% of students in each of the two newer cohorts failed the test. In sum, the resu ts coilected
from the three cohorts suggest two poss ble imp ications.

F rstly. the results provide emp rical ev dence that the three cohorts demonstrated poor grasp of the
fundamental content knowledge on the identifled topic. The differences of scores between cohorts
further illustrate that the iack of content knowledge not merely an opinion, but a phenomenon which
can be der ved from the students' performance in the mid-semester test. lt dispels the conception
of a rising standard among univers ty students, of that there is no deterioration students' level of
understandlng fundamental content knowledge over a period of time. Secondly, the results reveal
the disturb ng truth that more and more science major students in a top prograrnrne (Resource
Biotechnoogy) afe unable to handle basic chemistry principles and associated matherfatica
calcu ations. Could th s imply that incompetence or fai ed earning of some fundamental concepts
rnay be part of the reasons for the decl ning academic standard of our universtv students? Our
find ngs may suggest a possib e Ink between the two.

A closer examinat on of the phenomenon was done on the atest cohort (cohort2009) byanalysing
the r performance in the final exam. The question item (Box 2) tested the students understandinq
of fundamental content knowledge about I\,4o arity, similar to the tems tested in the m d semestei
test, uslng a structured quest on format. The ana ysis revealed that anly 2 7o/a (3/.1.1.1 ) of students
answered the question correctly while 64% (711111) gave the wrong answer (Figure 2). Desp te
the fact that 36% (2.7"/" + 33.3%) of students provided absotutely or part al y correct answef, there
remains a notable major ty that fai ed in this test item.
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This ana ysis reveals that only 3 students in the
2009 cohort fully understood the fundamental
concepts of l\,4o arity. lt also means that in th s
group of 111 students only three mastered these
concepis taught at secondary school level. This
is an unacceptabe statistic on the quallty of
education in this country. A more disturbing detail
is that despite exposure to this concept in the
course (of which was tested in the mid semester
test conducted 9 weeks before the f nal exam),
a malority of students are stjll unable to grasp
it by the time of the final exam. As a matter of
fact, there is a dfastic decrease (by 46.3%) in
number of students (between mid semester test

and final exam for Cohort 2009) who is able to
competently hand e the test question on the said
subject mattet

The mini study broughi to light a disappointing
scenario 'ega-d:ng the studelts grasp of
fundamental content knowledge. Despite being
taught the said basic concepts in secondary
school, in the first year of university, and the first
semester of the course concerned (at second
year), a majority of siudents sti I demonstrated
poor competency jn the said subject matter.
Th s reflects a problern in the learn ng abilities of
students (content knowledge per se) that needs to
be recognised by university educators. Needless
to say, ihis phenomenon of poor learnjng skills
requires further research.

In corcus'on. tl'is srLdy illustrates tl'at the
detefiorating academic standard of university
students may be caused by students' lack of
grasp of the fundamental content knowledge
which should have been acquired at secondary
school. Two aspects may have to be Iooked
at in improving standard of earning content
knowledge among univefsity students.

Firstly, at the secondary school evel, one should
ask whether students nowadays commonly failed
to learn properly or that the current standard
of educaiion (teaching per se) has dropped?
In fact, grades inflaton in pubic exams (Yow,

201'1), and low Engljsh proficiency and the lack
of critical think ng skills among secondary school
students (Llm, 2011) have been expressed n

recent pubLic opinons. Our flndings indirectly
suggest that careful research need to be done
on the current practices and implementation
of secondary school curriculum with respect

20
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to instructional efficacy. This is because ihe
standard of teaching and learning in secondary
schools will also partiy influence the standafd of
perfofmance of students in universiiies.

Secondly, at the university level, our findings
suggest the need for intensified efforts in

reinforcing the teachlng of fundamenta content
knowledge. Concepts taught at secondary school
cannot be assumed to have been mastered by
students prior to entry nto univers ty education.
In fact, universties nowadays should not take
for granted that students come with acceptable
eve of competency in fundamenial content
knowledge. This means unversities will have
a more challenging role n making sure that
students achieved acceptable standard n theif
fie ds of rnajor when they graduate.
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Morpheus:
Enriching e-Teaching
& e-Learni ng Experiences

had recently googled the word 'Ny'orpheus'. The firsi two
links showed Wikipedia pages that defined and explained
the word. l\,4orpheus jn Greek mythology is the god of

dreams. l\,4orpheus is also the name of a fictional character and
secondary protagonist in the science fiction films: The lvlatrix.
The l\,4atrix Reloaded, and The l\.4atrix Revolutions. The third link
appeared to be our lvlorpheus, UNIN4AS official online learning
system. Perhaps you are inquisitive about how our online learning
system gets its name? Well, it is named after the server that ls
used to store the application and this online learning system was
first used in 2002. Historically, the very first e-Learning server was
called "OLE", which was short for "Online Learning" . The team at
thai time thought the name was too bland, so they started naming
the next two servers acquired at that time as "Athena"(the Greek
god of Wisdom) and "l\,4inerva"(the Roman version of "Athena").
As time went on, the Greek names were used to name the servers,
and among the names used were Apollo, Hera, Xeno, Titan and
so forth.

As5oc, Prof. Dr. Chen Chwen len
cjchenGlf cs.uninios my

As the university moves
on to increase the studenl
intake, the e-Learning
Unit at CALM as well as
the Centre for lnformation
and Communication
Technology Services
(CICTS) face a new
lechnical challenge to
ensure smootn access
to this interaction- and
m u ltim ed ia-intensive
system. A very recent
effort involved the
migration of this online
learnrng system to two
new servers, namely
Odyssey and Asteria.
Morpheus, however,
remains as the official
name of the system"
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In Ure -:::-: _.::-s we have obseryed an
encou-:: -: :-:,'.:^ n the Use of l\,4orpheus. As
shov. - - : - ihe number of active online
cou._:::

- :--: - ihe number of active online-:: -:-;ased d.amatcally f.on 40 ,n
:: 561 in the year2010.

Active Online Courses
2007 - 2010

Figure 1: Number of active online courses jn

lvlorpheus QAAT -2A10)

The e-Learning Unit has also actively conducted
various workshops to equip our academic
rnembers with adequate knowledge and skills
on how to use Morpheus effectively. Among
the workshops conducted include Morpheus
Baslc and Morpheus Advanced that provjde
technica knowledge on how to use the
interface to create and manage online contents,
online act vities and online learners, Learning
Activity Managemel1f Systen that provides the
necessary techn cal skills to create sequences
of on ne learning aclivil es; Marpheus Video
on Demand ihat introduces the use of lecture
recording wh ch can be synchronised with the
PowerPoinl sl des; En riching Your Online Course
is des gned for advanced users to explore more
online teaching and learning possibilities; as
well as Orlire Pedagagy that emphasises on
e-Learning models that guide the design of
online learning environments and Ine vanous
plausib e online teaching and learning solutions
for university students. In addition, CALN/I has
also Incorporated all these workshops into the
Technology for Teaching and Learning moowe,
which is one ol the eight modules offered jn the
universivs Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching
and Leaming programme.

Terry bin Lucas - Faculty of Applied
and Creative Arts

ll , i,nq nar nere 6 a lot o[ patential
in e-teaching using Morpheus.
For me, Morpheus is a place tor
informatian sharing amang facilitators
and students. There is a variety of
tools to engage students in a more
inte ractive le a rn i ng expe tience
such as LAMS, Workshop, Forum,
Quizzes, Questionnaire and more. As
Morphe u s E contin uou sly i mp ravi ng.
so can our teaching methods to meet
ou r students' e xpectation s.

))

Bakri bin Abdul Karim - Faculty of
Economics and Business

-l Tne ,nregratton af nstructrcnal
technology such as MORpHEUS
into the university classroom
has become a vital part of
education. MORPHEUS can
make a significant difference in
my e-teaching practices. Through
the workshops, l have been
inspired to utilise the avaitable
lools in MORPHEUS fo deslgn
and implement various e-teaching
rdeas. ))

Dr Lee Kui Soon - Faculty of
Resource Science and Technology

aa I strongly agree that Morpheus B
one of lhe powertd online learning
tools if fu y utilised. I used it ta
upload my Powerpoint slides, emDed
videos, conduct online suNeys,
upload extra reading materials and
link Morpheus to other webpage or
social networking platform such as
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Facebook to make learning and teaching
more fun and interesting. Using Morpheus in
teaching and learning ii quite 

-user inenag. Nurashikin Bt Suhaili - Faculty of
environmental friendly (we can decrease ths Resource Science and Technology
use of papers) and the online aclivities can /, /
be conducted anytime and anywhere. Shou/d bf.
there be an unexpected turn of events in With the various useful features in
which I cannot attend class, I can just uploacl Morpheus' learnng can now be more
a general announcement to inform students flexible and various new learning
about cancellations or postponements, or approaches afforded by technology
replacements by other course facilitators. can now be implemented. For example,
Additionally. using Marpheus is less time students can have easy access fo course
consuming and it promotes more interactivitv materials, experience learning activities
and communication between lecturers and that are not constrained by physicat
students. tt is pafticula y true for those who classroom setting and limited face-to-face
are shy and do nat converse well in class. meeting time, enhance understanding
Morpheus will be a useful tool for them ta through supparting teaching aids such as
express their opinions and thoughts. For videos and images' as well as through
students, when they attempt th;i written activities such as online tutorials and
assignments, Turnitin wilt assist to check on dlscusslons. More importantly, via
the originality of students'work and it witl Morpheus, all students have an equal
ensure the reliability, valiclity ancl practicatty chance to interacl and pafticipate and
in marking their assqnment and at the same Lhts perhaps would fufther engage their _ -time the work quality can be preser,tecl. learning. ))

))

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Fakruddin Gulam
Abbas Dawoodi - Faculty of Medical
and Health Sciences

lDl Morpheus has enabled aur sluclents
to use the internet in an appropriate
way. lnstead of using the internet for
accessing mails, socialising and surfing
aimlessly, the various activities that are
available in Morpheus such as wiki, quiz,
questionnaire, assignment, forums, FLV
player, glossary, UMS and even Turnitin
assignment, when carefully designed,
enable our students to experience
learning in ways that are impossible via
th e conve ntional face-to-face sesslons.

Mogeret bt Sidi - Faculty of Resource
Science and Technology

66
Our students, who are from Gen y era,
have been spending a huge amount of
their time online, suiing the lnternet.
With Morpheus, they have no excuse
to miss any lecture materials or forget
examination dates. Mareover, they
can efficiently get in touch with their
lecturers on matters related to their
studies at anytime and anywher

"))
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l\y'oodle, an open source learning management
system, that seTves as the underlying engine
of Morpheus is currently the world's most
popular online learning tool. Amidst the rapid
online technological advancements, I foresee
Moryheus will stay for the next five years.. but
its look and functionalities will without doubt be
coniinuously enhanced to sustain e-teaching
practices that will meet the ever-demanding net
generation students' e-Learning expectations.
l\,4obile l\,4orpheus will most probably be the next
enhancement.

To date, the e-Learning Unit has not conducted
any thorough study to investigate the impact of
the use of Morpheus on the quality of teaching
and learning on campus. However, through the
online courses that have been developed, it is
obvious that this online learning system has
successfully stimulated new modes of inquiry;
Increased students' confidence, ability and
responsibility in creating publishable contents;
created new forms of collaborative learnino:
provided plenty of rooms for knowledge sharin6:
and enabled informal learning to occur in a formal
learning environment.
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Upcoming Workshops by GALM

October 201'l

D Case Study Writing Workshop 5-6 Oct (in collaboration with RIMC)

D Siudent Centred Learning Workshop - Case Study 27 - 28 Oct

November 2011

I Bengkel Penutisan Buku 1 Nov

D Curriculum Development Workshop 2 Nov

IAssessment Managemenl Workshop 9"10 Nov

D Bloom's Taxonomy Workshop '11 Nov

December 2011

I Qualitative Research Workshop 1-2 Dec (in collaboration with RlMc)

fl Journal Writing Workshop for Humanities 13 Dec
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